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CARE OF TIRES 
VERY IMPORTANT 

Pressures Maintained Must 

Conform to Loads 

Carried. 

Tu the course of tire development, 

tire experiments ‘have proven that 

amonz the most Important factors in 

the “proper treatment of tires 1s the 

adjustment of the rafio between the 

air pressure ‘of the tire and the toad 

to made 

long and comprehensive studies of the 

proper amount of gir to be used with 

certain loads. The Tife 

actually and 

given i 

tions of the engineers 

be carried. Engineers have 

af the tires Is 

the 

these 

lencthened 
service 

is improved observa 

are recarde 

Overloading Is Fault, 

fault and 

ad jnstment 

common 

careful 

Overloading is a 

the disregard for 

of air pressure in the tires caused all 

sorts of tire troubles, which are not 

attributable to the construction of the 

tire but to their use, 

and chemists are aut 

improving the materials from which 

engineers The 

work constantly 

tires are made and the machinery for 

their production but all of the prin- 

ciples back of the construction of the 

tire are based on maintaining an alr 

the load 

0 
pressure commensurate with 

to be and the 

tire, 

If the 

carried fesign 

increased the air 

to 

is * tel » insufficient 

loads are 

must be 

there 

made conform 

otherwise is 

amount of air in the ti 

carried and this 

inflation which 

wear on the tires. 

light for the air pressure carried there 

is not the TI 

the tires that there should be. This is 

particularly true of halloon tires in 

which the variation of the air pressure 

is a matter to be most 

tended. 

pressure 

an 

pg for the load 

produces unnatural 

an unnatural 

If the load 

Causes 

ig ton 

or b to resiliency ney 

carefully at 

Engine Improves. 

Tires like the motor of the antomo- 

bile respond to treatment 

the good motorist is the cae who will 

heed the best advice as to the care of 

the engine, He will use his nutomaobile 

for years and the engine will actually 

improve In his hands while in the 

hands of the poor motorist the engine 

will develop a multitude of troubles, 

<0 it is with tires. Proper care getunl 

iy will give maximum mileage. 

sidering that the tires carry the load 

of the car and the contents, as well as 

the mechanism 
there 

good and 

one 

protecting whole of 

the car against the road hlows, 

are no more important elements in the 

operation of the ear than proper tire 

adjustment, inflation and load. 

Denatured Alcohol as 

Anti-Freeze Solution 

Denatured alcohol is best to use in 

the radiator when the temperature 

gets down to the freezing point, the 

amount depending on the climate in 

which the car is operated. The use 

of powerful chemicals, while some- 

times cheaper in first cost, is very 

likely to cause damage later, costing 

more in repair bills than the amount 

saved, as they attack the metal sys 

tem and rubber hose connections. In 

order to guard against loss of soln- 

tion make sure that all water can. 

nections are tight before adding atl 

cohol. If the above precautions are 

followed there will be no danger of 

freezing to a car that is used regu 

larly. However, if a car is to be laid 

up the cooling system should be 

drained. 

Fix Rope for Towing 

No one cares to think mueh about 

being towed heme, but not to make a 

bad matter worse, some thought 

should be given to this subject. In at- 

taching the rope which is to be used 

fn the towing, many drivers fasten 

it to the axle, which ls wrong. The 

rope should be fastened to one of the 

front portions of the frame, sc that 

the pull ¢omes on the chassis. The 

same 1 applies to the ear doing 

the , except that the rope 

should be fastened to some part of 

the rear framé. 

handcuffed to the wheel at the start of his 

established a new world's 

in low gear, 

record-hreaking arip by 
for 104 continuous heurs 

Prater. The photograph shows Smith after the trip 

Courtesy on Road a Joy 

to Touring Nowadays 
One of the big pleasures of modern 

motoring lies in the fact that whethe 

the trip i= for 100 miles or 1,000 the 

motorist has every reason to feel sure 

thant he will finish Lis journey withoeul 

having te climb out of his car to un 

dertake the disagreeable job of mak 

ing repairs on the road, 

But mow and then some mishap o> 

curs, and a courtesy of the road that 

aM extend with litle 

inconvenience to themselves is an offer 

i 

motorists can 

of help 10 a fellow motorist whose car 

has Such 

if the 

point 

become stranded. 

is particulurly timely 

the 

moteness from a 

it difficult to 

the 

unawares at 

an aller   scene of 
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nike 

iS some whose mishap 

garnge would 
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Simple Holder for Hats 

Convenient at Any Time 
Even ‘ in cool weather there ar 

ints of # closed 

This 

ring KOPIN 

hails, 

to keep 

all windows 

that 

the 

closed 

will keep any type of hat ont of 

Hinstrution 

from an old inner 

own | the way is sh 

A strip cut tube is 

  

  
  

  

    
        
  

shown above. 

of hat without crushing it. 

[a=tened to the long 

has been cut down the center. Ther 

should be just enough tension to hold 

the hat in place without erushing. 

top after a alit 

crosswize Instead of lengthwise 

or it can be located on 

Monthly. 

AUTOMOBILE NOTES 

the automobile accident record, 
» » LJ 

gold In America are sold 

ferred payment plan, 
* . 

on tae 

of the old-fashioned tramp. The hitch 

hiker has taken his place, 
*. & =» 

Scientists have produced more per 

manent finish for ears, but nothing 

yet invented beats a locomutive. 
. » . 

Maryland has more pleasure auto 

mobiles than telephones, with 250,000 

automobiles as compared with 102350 

phones, 

4 

Don't dodge responsibility, When a 

hee comes under the windshield, stop 

the car yourself instead of trusting to 

a telephone pole. 
- 8 

This year's automobile death rate 

shows an increase over the 1026 rate, 

and Judging from the lack of shock, 

or even surprise, with which the news 

{a received, It is rather to be Inferred 

that people were expeeting it,     
- 

RUN | French Designers 

| Ing frocks, has to consider not 

| materials and linos suitable for the 

| different social demands of the sen 

| son, but must also study those lines 

| and 

| evitable wrap that is to cover them, 

i 80 

| for herself gowns that are not 

| heavy In weight, too bulky in design 

i nor 

| cont she intends to wear over them. 

| Having taken thought of these very 

Ct 

THE CENTRE REPORTER, CENTRE HALL, PA. 

Plan for Utility 

| Frocks for All-Around Wear 

Are Shown in Blacks and 

Dark Colors. 

is design 

only 
Just as Paris, when she 

materials in relation to the in- 

choose 

{00 
must the woman shopper 

too discordant in color with the 

essential restrictions, she js then 

| ready to go on to the further Hmiting 

| qualifications of what best meets her 

| individual social needs, 

Certain it is, writes a Paris fashion 

correspondent in the New York 

Times. that every woman inust base 

| her wardrobe on various day-in-and- 

| dny-out 
wear, 

for 

these 

than 

color, 

utility 

is 

in 

Rpe- 

frocks 

and for 

sensible 

a dark 

general 

no material 

crepe satin 

Chanel 
more 

black or 

| clalizes on & fundgmental design emi- 

nently practical in its simplicity and 

smartness for this type of frock. Its 

waist Is slightly bloused ai the low 

waistline and the skirt is rather tight 

about the hips, though flaring below 

into a graceful fullness most pro- 

nounced at the left side, The flare is 

used with the aid of many 

flared gores or through the use of a 

shallow, circular flounce swounting in 

depth at the left. These little frocks 

always have narrow belts of self: 

material. It is fastened with a square 

buckle set In large, stones, 

The same stones are repeated in a 

double-headed pin thrust through the 

crossed, ends of the narrow 

band that outlines the V neck. Nat 

urally, the sleeves are Ilnng and fitted. 

The new printed, transparent vel 

vets, because of their resemblance to 

heavy foulards, in- 

formality never 

with this rich 

not at ali 

printed velvet 

checked design 

Philippe et Gaston have 

smartly into a pl 
o {he 

It 
wide 

thint 

colored 

loose 

have nan alr of 

before associated 

that It 

consiger 

in a navy and gold 

for a uptility frock. 

made it very 

material, so is 

jncongruous to 

ted dress with 

of the skirt 

for novel. 

n bel 

godets set int front 

for depends 

ty 
movement, 

on the 

gold mesh 

which 

wrists 

inch 

like 

the bh 

ted 

lines the square neck, 

the 

sir: of metal ip 

in wesh bags, 

elt, 

sleeves 

forms encircles the 

and 

A clamped end 

at left 

of the fit ont- 

dangles {rom buckle 

corner, 

Practieally every designer 

this season has tried his hand at in 

corporating Into a frock 

shaded stripes made 

kling 

beads 

dark 

{fo 

Dreeoll 

useful 

crepe de 

put on 

fumper 

The 

was 

the 

Paris 

certain 

sprin- 

CORTES 

color from 

dark gray 

ng stripes. 

idea on a 

smoke gray 

zontal stripes 

aud - the 

belted In a beaded cording. 

CTOBR by 

the surface with 

grading 

Rray 

white 

closely 

in 

then 

thus formi 

down 

te white, 

again, 
uses this trimming 

suit of 

the hori 

was ¥ 

jamper 

chine, 

in n outline 

shirt 

simnply bex-plaited, 

Gown of Plaid Velvet 

Is Popular for Season | 

A strip cut from an inner tube can | 

pe made into a good hat holder as | 
It will hold any type | 

if 

desired, the hat holder can be stretched i 

and | 

two or more strips used instead of one, | 

a side papel | 

instend of the top.—Popular Science | 

The brighter the Sunday the darker | 

Over 76 per cent of all motor cars | 
de- | 

Sociologist notes the disappegrance | 

One of the newest and prettiest of 
the gowns for fall and winter wear 
is carried out in plaid velvat, with col. 
lar, cuffs and plastron effect of solid 
color. The strap beit and the rounded 
line at the waist afford a novel effect 
that is very striking. 

Fullness of Dress 
The evening dresses shall have full 

ness, according to the dictum of the 
fashionable designers, In order to pro- 
cure full dresses for slim figures, 
therefore, they have turned to moire 
silk and this material promises to be 
very popular for evening dresses this 
winter, The favored colors are red, 
blue, green and brown,     

Coat of Silver Muckrat 

for Snappy Winter Days 

. bs 

  
narrow. | 

Silver muskrat is one of the favorite 

furs used for winter coats that will 

be in evidence again this season. The 

mode! was poted by a prominent mo- 

tion picture player. 

Closc-Fitting Effect 

Noted in Winter Hats 
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going to 
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finery? 

There 1 

youth, 

SIDE IN fle 

woinen hose who 

least   
rule, the kulles 

i twentd 

Perhaps one of the 

hints 

the ‘teens and 

ost 

the 

¢ first ble 
that can be chosen by woman 

is no longer in tl 

youth ix the cloche Thi 

to 

who 

course, belong the season's 

skulleap, the cut brim, and the draped 

Nevertheless, it Is worn, 

Rose Descont, 

the 

versions jan 

toque. 

with 

fall 

eye 

cloche, has some 

wd down over 

in the correct new manner, 

hat encircled by a band of black satin 

ribbon which at the front 

with 1 motif alternate em 

broidery and creases, This model is, 

by .the endowed with a brim 

wider at the back than at the front. 

Adorn Tulle Frocks With 

Frills, Ribbons, Posies 

The frosty, airy beauty.of tulle is 

brought out in a number of chic eve 

ning dresses, This Is one of two types 

of dance frock that iz especially at- 

tractive for dancing. The other is 

a softly clinging gown of chiffon or 

georgette. 

Tulle is used In this season's 

models in frills made of double folds 

thickly gathered and sewn in over 

lapping rows from belt to hem. Th? 

foundation skirt itself is cut with a 

flare which gives an extremely bouf- 

fant effect with the tulle ruffles The 

bodice of a frock of this sort ls al- 

ways quite simple, with a quaint little 

ruching to finish the decollete neck 

and armhole, or a flounce added to 

form a bertha across the top. Usually, 

as in the Groult designs, a large bow 

of satin or—this season—velvet rib 

bon or a garniture of flowers is added 

at one side of the waistline. No con: 

ception of dress for dancing has ever 

been presented that has the youthful 

beauty of these tulle frocks, with 

their frills, ribbons and posies, 

“Bridge” Dress One of 
Paris’ Fashion Ideas 

Afternoon dresses, which Paris 

seems determined to revive in place 

of sports clothes, are often called 

bridge dresses this season. 

The most usual form Is an long 

sleeved, conservative dress of silk, lace 

or velvet. Often it is black and oc- 

eagionally there is a loose, long sleeved 

jacket which can be slipped off when 

it is time to appear in dinner costume, 

Underneath 1s a simple sleeveless 

dress of clever cut, 

is Inset 

of 

way, 
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Monarch is the only pstionally 
advertised brand of QUALITY 
oon PRODUCTS sold excios 

hoes the men wha own #50 
There they are—little chaps who 

h they'll “make” the eleven in 

college days. Let them play and 

then drink Monarch Cocoa and eat 

Monarch Teenie Weenie Wheat 

Hearts Toasted. 

EVERY genuine Monareh package bears 

the Lion Head, the oldest trademark in 

the United States covering a completes line 

of the world’s finest food products — Coffee, 

Ten, Cocos, Catsup, Pickles, Peanut Butter, 

Canned Fruits and Vegetables, and other 

guperior table specialties. 

REID, MURDOCH & CO. 
Established 1853 

Chicago Pittsburgh Doston New York i Jor 70 Years 

Jacksonvills Temps Los Angeles           
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the   would ide used, 

for many [ Don't wait for your customers 

to complain about the variable 

color of your butter. Keep your 

butter that golden June color 

i everybody likes putting a 

| §| few drops of Dandelion Butter 

1 

by   
on the 

| Color into the churn. Itis purely 

vegetable, wholesome and ab- 

solutely tasteless It meets all 

| State and National F 
8 All large creameries ha 

| Dandelion Butter Color for 

years. It does not col- 

| or buttermilk. You can 

| get the large bottles 

RB! for 35c from all drug 

| or grocery stores. 

| Wells & Richardson Co, Inc | 

| arlington, Vermont { 
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Bucknam, Box 383, Mad. 5g Seation, New York 
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SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN" Gomuine 
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets, you are not 

getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe by mile 

lions and prescribed by physicians over 25 years for 

Colds Headache 

Pain Neuralgia 

Neuritis 

Toothache 

Lumbago 

Rheumatism 

  

[ DOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART | 
Accept only “Bayer” package 

which contains proven directions. 
Hand ayer” boxes of 12 tablets 
Also Fortier of 24 and 100—Druggists. 

Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Masufscture of Movosceticacilester of Salleyiioacid 

BARE 10 HAIR 
If you want to grow hair 
on your bald head, save 

  
   


